Change System Settings

Change system-wide settings, applying to all Approvals which aren't inside an overridden Space. Includes changing the terminology, enable/disable globally and restriction settings.

Instructions

1. Open the System Settings page from the Settings Cog
2. Click on the 'Approvals for Confluence - Configuration' item in the left Sidebar
3. Change System Settings

Detailed Instructions

1. Open the System Settings page from the Settings Cog

2. Click on the 'Approvals for Confluence - Configuration' item in the left Sidebar

3. Change System Settings

Possible changes:

- Enable/Disable the App across the system
- Restrict the Page Approval feature to certain Groups
- Change the System-wide terminology
  - Pending
  - Approved
  - Rejected
  - Expired
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Configuration

Turn the Approval functionality on/off globally.

Permissions

Only allow the users in the following groups to Create/Edit Page Approvals.

Allowed Groups

- Any Logged In User

Terminology

Change the wording of each status.

- Pending
- Approved
- Rejected
- Expired

Save